Abstract. We define the cyclicČech-Hochschild bicomplex for a good covering of a smooth manifold and calculate its homology using some nonstandard spectral sequences. The results show that its homology is very rich.
CyclicČech-Hochschild bicomplex, definition
The Connes complex C λ * (C ∞ (M )) , b of a smooth manifold consists of cyclic Hochschild chains over the algebra of smooth functions C ∞ (M ) and bar differentials
We recall that C where C λ q (C ∞ (M )) = ker (1 − T q ) is the subspace of cyclic q-chains, i.e., such that T q (φ q ) = φ q , where T q : C q (C ∞ (M )) → C q (C ∞ (M )) , T q (φ q ) (x 0 , ..., x q ) = (−1) q φ q (x 1 , ..., x q , x 0 ) is the graded cyclic permutation operator. The relationship between the above defined spaces of Hochschild q-chains and the abstract Hochschild theory of an arbitrary algebra A consists in identifying C q (C ∞ (M )) with the tensor power q+1 C ∞ (M ) in the category of topological linear spaces (after introducing the Fréchet topology in C ∞ (M )), see [4] . The qth homology group of the Connes complex is denoted by H λ q (C ∞ (M )). These homology groups were introduced by Connes [3] (for compact manifolds) and by Teleman [7] (for paracompact manifolds); see also [5] . 
Particularly, if dim M is even, dim M = 2m, then
. From this theorem we can deduce that the whole algebra of characteristic classes (and the Chern character) is sitting in one homology space, namely in H λ 2m+2 (C ∞ (M )) , where m = dim M. For contractible sets U ⊂ M , we obtain in particular 
Remark 2.3. (a) A constant function C on U transforms -via the above isomorphisms -to the cohomology class of the constant function 2
(b) Let q = 2i or 2i − 1. Take U with a coordinate system x = x 1 , ..., x m . We can find a formula for the inclusion
, the restriction of a chain coming from a differential form comes from a differential form. The above three observations are the key to proving the collapsing of the spectral sequence of the λ-Čech-Hochschild bicomplexČH λ at the second term (see below).
In classical differential topology and geometry, the single de Rham complex of M corresponds to the doubleČech-de Rham complex for a good covering U of M. And what about noncommutative geometry? N. Teleman proposes the following definition of theČech-Hochschild bicomplex for a good covering U of M as follows: Definition 2.4. By the (scalar)Čech-Hochschild bicomplex for a good covering U of M we mean the first quadrant bicomplex
..ip → R and the differentials b ,δ are defined as follows: a) b p,q , the bar differential (p ≥ 0, q ≥ 1) of bidegree (0, −1)):
It is a standard calculation that δb = b δ. By settingδ p,q = (−1) q δ p,q , we introduce the so-calledČech-Hochschild bicomplex (ČH (U,R) ,δ, b ). We take the graded cyclic permutation
The spaces of cyclic chains are stable under the bar andČech differentials, and we obtain the cyclicČech-Hochschild bicomplex
We observe that each p-column is the direct sum of the Connes complexes for the contractible sets U i0.
Therefore the above mentioned Connes-Teleman theorem on homology of the complex C λ * C ∞ U i0...ip is very useful in the homological research of this complex. We observe that the total differential D =δ +b is homogeneous of degree +1 with respect to the total gradation along the lines p − q = const, see Figure 1 , (in contrast to theČech-de Rham complex where the total differential is homogeneous of degree +1 with respect to the total gradation along p + q = const). These lines contain infinitely many spaces (unlike theČech-de Rham complex). We introduce the total gradation by Cartesian product (not by direct sum)
Our main problem is:
Problem 2.5. Calculate the total homology of the above (scalar)Čech-Hochschild bicomplex (to show the possibility of finding the characteristic classes by the homology of this bicomplex, i.e., the possibility of findingČech-Hochschild chains representing characteristic classes).
Using some nonstandard spectral sequences introduced below, we are able to calculate these total homologies.
H-bicomplex -an algebraic point of view onČech-Hochschild bicomplexes
of vector spaces together with two collectionsδ, b of
TheČech-Hochschild bicomplexČH (U, R) and the cyclicČech-Hochschild bicomplexČH λ (U, R) are examples of H-bicomplexes. The total differential
is homogeneous of degree +1 with respect to the total gradation by Cartesian product along the lines p − q = const,
The total homology of C [•] , D will be denoted by
Assume the following notation: an infinite sequence (x p ) p≥0 (an element of the Cartesian product) will be denoted as an infinite sum x p . Below we explain why we must consider Cartesian products (not direct sums) in the definition of total gradation and, consequently we must consider Cartesian products in the global description of the H-bicomplex:C := p,q C p,q . To this end, consider the qth row
and the one induced in b -homology, x i+k,j+k is finite -this is why we need to consider the description via Cartesian products).
Proof. It is sufficient to consider the case i = j, i.e., r = 0. Let x be a D-cycle, so we have the equalities b (x 1,1 )
By the exactness of (3.1), [
, and x 2,2 =δ (x 1,2 + z 1,2 ) + b (x 2,3 + z 2,3 ), and so on. In this way, we obtain y
Let C = ({C p,q } p≥0,q≥0 ,δ, b ) be an H-bicomplex. We introduce the Cartesian
C p,q . We see thatC = 
One can see that we need to modify the total space of terms of the spectral sequenceĒ s by using products instead of direct sums,Ē s := ∞ j=0Ē j s . Now we use the total gradation along the lines p − q = const,C
[r] = p−q=r
C (the total gradation inĒ 0 is of course standardly defined,Ē 
Therefore, we cannot claim that H
However, we shall show below that in the particular example of the cyclicČech-Hochschild bicomplex the above condition does hold. H C has a finite gradation and there exists an isomorphism ψ : H C →Ē 0 H C homogeneous with respect to the gradation in H C and the total gradation inĒ 0 H C .
Now we give a condition on an H-bicomplex that
• guarantees homological regularity, • is fulfilled for the cyclicČech-Hochschild bicomplexČH λ (U,R) .
Definition 3.7. We say that an H-bicomplex C = ({C p,q } p≥0,q≥0 ,δ, b ) has a regular zone if there exists a natural number N such that, for all q ≥ N , the sequences
are exact. By a regular N -zone, we then mean the submatrix {C p,q } for p ≥ N , q ≥ N. If an H-bicomplex A =({C p,q } p≥0,q≥0 ,δ, b ) has a regular N -zone for some integer N, then, for every integer r, there exists j such thatC [r] j is contained in the regular N -zone (i.e. in the submatrix {C p,q } p≥N,q≥N ). Therefore, we obtain the following conclusion. 
Topology of the CyclicČech-Hochschild bicomplex
Let us return to the cyclicČech-Hochschild bicomplexČH λ (U, R) and b -homology of its rows Proof. Indeed, in dimension n ≥ N , there are no differential forms (except zero), therefore, the above rows (starting from number N )
are alternately zero (for odd q) and consist only ofČech cocycles (for even q) in dimensions greater than the dimension of the manifold, therefore, all the rows are exact.
Let us return to the spectral sequence of the cyclicČech-Hochschild bicomplex CH λ (U, R) . By the above notations, we havē Theorem 4.2 (see Figure 3) . Let Ω j,q = α0...αj Ω q U α0...αj , consider the complex induced by theČech differential
and letH
j (Ω * ,q / ker d q , δ # ) be its cohomology denoted for brevity byH j,q (M ) . 
(since each U α0...αj is contractible), therefore, we have the commutative diagram
Now we can consider the truncated de Rham bicomplex:
As the exactness of rows and columns is preserved, we know (from the MayerVietoris principle) that the above truncated de Rham bicomplex computes both the homology of the first column and of the first row. Thus, we get (a) and (b).
As a conclusion, we have the following equalities for the second termĒ
Odd rows. For j = 0
and, for j > dim M , we havē
For example, if N = 2m = dim M =(even), then the bottom halfĒ j,i≤0 2 ofĒ 2 is as follows
Theorem 4.5. The spectral sequence of the cyclicČech-Hochschild H-bicomplexČH λ (U, R) collapses at the second term, i.e. Remark 4.9. Considering from the beginning a G-cocycle {g αβ } g αβ : U αβ → G, we produce nonscalar cochains. For example, if G = GL (n) ⊂ M n (R) , we can define cochains in the algebra of square matrices M n (R) , C p,q (U, M n (R)) = Remark 4.10. With each M n (R)-cochain φ, we can associate a scalar cochain using the trace operator T r • φ. The trace operator is invariant with respect to the adjoint representation, therefore, it plays a fundamental role for characteristic classes (among them, for the Chern character). One also notices that the cochain T r • φ can be a D-cycle [D being the total differential] even if φ is not a cycle. Such a situation occurs for a variety of G-cochains specified by the cocycle {g αβ } (since T r (AB) = T r (BA) but, in general, AB = BA for A, B ∈ G = GL (n)).
